
Transporter Increases Attorney’s Productivity While Protecting 
Sensitive Client Files from Both Privacy Concerns and Loss

Like most sole practitioners and partners of small law firms, attorney 
John Tajkowski does not have the time or resources of larger firms 
to devote to overseeing his IT systems and information 
management. That does not mean he can be any less vigilant 
about protecting sensitive client records from loss or unauthorized
access. A computer crash or lost iPad could mean the files stored
on those devices could be lost forever. 
        
Challenge
Based in suburban Saint Louis, Missouri, John runs a general 
practice handling criminal law and civil litigation. For years he 
stored confidential client records and research for cases on his 
office computers. Concerned about losing files coupled with a need 

to access those files remotely prompted him to explore public cloud storage solutions, but he 
could not find one that offered a level of privacy and control that would ensure that sensitive 
client documents would be safe. 

Solution
John first heard about Transporter on the popular Mac podcast The Talk Show and started 
doing some research. Once he realized Transporter would satisfy his requirements for offsite 
protection, control of data and the ability to access files remotely, he was sold. Transporter 
demonstrated its value almost immediately when one of his office computers crashed a few 
weeks after he bought it.

“I would have lost weeks of work had my data not been automatically preserved on Transport-
er,” he says. “This single incident easily justified the one-time cost of Transporter many times 
over.”

Private Access on Any Device
Even though John primarily bought Transporter for redundancy and control of data, he knew that 
having access to all his files on any device would be a huge improvement to productivity. 

“During a recent hearing, opposing counsel contested one of my filings before the judge. Prior 
to owning Transporter, that would have meant wasting time with a trip back to the office and 
scheduling another visit to the courtroom. This time I was able to access the necessary 
documents from my Transporter right on my iPad and show it to the judge and opposing 
counsel.”

Icing on the Cake: No Monthly Fees
John points to a lack of recurring monthly subscription fees as another key advantage 
Transporter has over traditional cloud storage services.

“I’m always looking for ways to reduce costs and improve efficiencies, and don’t want to feel 
like I’m being nickeled-and-dimed with monthly subscriptions and trying to manage limits on 
storage space. Every other cloud solution I investigated had monthly fees that would continue to 
go up as I increased my usage. The fact that Transporter has a low, fixed cost with no monthly 
fees was something that really appealed to me.”

Conclusion
Transporter has helped attorney John Tajkowski improve efficiencies and save not just money, 
but also time – all while protecting his clients’ sensitive information. John is now exploring ways 
to use the private collaboration features that Transporter offers to further increase efficiencies 
when sharing sensitive documents with clients and other attorneys.

Challenge

• Maintain second copy          
of client files for disaster         
recovery purposes

• Protect confidential files from 
unauthorized access

• Privately access sensitive       
client and case files from 
mobile devices

• Avoid recurring subscription  
fees to minimize costs   

       Transporter really is the per-
fect product for attorneys. The value 
of clients’ files requires a solution 
that ensures those files are 
protected and attorney-client 
privilege is preserved at all times. I 
couldn’t have more faith or 
confidence in Transporter.
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Solution

• Client files are automatically 
synced to private Transporter 
device

• Confidential files are only 
stored on authorized devices

• All files are accessible from 
anywhere on Windows, Mac, 
iOS and Android

• Low one-time fee eliminates 
recurring subscription fees of 
other cloud services
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